
An Easy-to-Use CD/DVD Duplicator with an Automatic Disc Supply/Collection System
The VDP-208 features continuous 200-disc copying, high efficiency and reliability, compact 
chassis, etc., and was developed from the unique know-how of Otari, a leading manufacturer 
of machines for media and duplication industries.

• Compact but Professional: The VDP-208 provides simple operation and high productivity. Discs are 
supplied in mugs and ejected onto a spindle. This is a standalone machine that requires no additional PC, 
monitor, keyboard, etc.

• Continuous 200-Disc Copying: With its automatic disc supply/collection system and high disc capacity 
up to 200 discs, the VDP-208 can support long unattended operation. For example, 8x speed copying (with 
compare) of a 4.7-GB program to 200 DVD discs will complete in about 10 hours. If you set the VDP-208 before 
going home, 200 completed copies will be ready the next morning.

• High Reliability: For more secure production, the VDP-208 has a compare mode and write error disc rejection.

• Effective Production System: The VDP-208 also provides a Batch mode which with you can produce a 
required number of copies by just layering blank discs under the master disc and pressing START. The VDP-208 
can flexibly handle various jobs from mass duplication of a single title, to limited copying of various programs. For 
frequent switching of copy programs, the internal hard disk drive can contain master data of up to 13 titles.
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Specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation.
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Number of Stacked Discs Supply = max. about 200

 Eject = max. about 200

 Reject = about 30 

 (the actual number depends on disc thickness)

CD/DVD±R/RW Drive and Drive Arrangement 8 drives stacked vertically 

Supported Formats CD-DA, CD-ROM (Mode 1, Mode 2), CD-ROM XA, Video CD,Hybrid, 

 Mixed Mode, Photo CD, CD-Extra, DVD-ROM, DVD-Video 

Productivity CD-R (@700MB, 48x writing) = about 60 discs per hour 

 DVD-R (@4.7GB, 16x writing) = about 42 discs per hour 

 (theoretical value in Copy mode) 

Controls 4 arrow keys, START and STOP keys, Power swicth

Dimensions (W×H×D)  430×545.2×584.6 mm 

Weight 35 kg 

Power Supply 100-120 or 220-240 VAC, single phase 50/60Hz 

Power Consumption 0.35 kVA
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